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Campbell and Abkarnia have changed by their imagination and audacy the 
treatment and the philosophy of complex spine  deformities, before ten years. 
To get along with this offensive strategy, many devices can be used: VEPTR, 
Dual rod distraction, Staples, and screw fixation of the neural central 
synchondrosis.
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Ossification starts at 3 months of the intra-uterine life: the very beginning of 
ossification occurs in the posterior part of the vertebrae. The process ossification 
lasts 15 years up to skeletal maturity. 
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The nucleus center of the vertebrae body undergoes dramatic changes: at 3 
months of intrauterine life the nucleus center grows up like a lentil; at 4 
months, ossification has progressed and the nucleus center has an ovoid 
morphoogy; at 8 years the nucleus center has a rectangular morphology.



Neuro-central synchondrosis of double activity: the growth plate works in two 
directions. It contributes to the ossification of the vertebral body and to the 
posterieur arch. It closes around 11 years.
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At age five, the spinal canal has reached 95 % of its definitive size. A peri-
vertebral arthrodesis is theorically possible at 5 years of age. There will be no 
influence on the size of the spinal canal.



The pelvis undergoes spectacular changes from birth to five years. At five 
years, the vertebra volume makes up 17% of its final volume.
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In five years there will be a dramatic change in proportions. A dramatic 
increase from birth to five. All parameters do not progress at the same speed, 
at the same pace; at 5 years of age the increase weight and thoracic volume 
remain offset relative to the other indications. At five years the weight is only 
20 kg, it has reached only 20 % of his final volume. Age five is a turning point 
between fast spine growth and slow spine growth. The trunk grows as much 
as the lower limb. The sitting height in five years increases about 28 cm. 2/3 of 
the final sitting height is achieved at five years. The standing height will 
increase by 56 cm: 28 cm for the sitting height and 28 cm for the lower limbs. 
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Annual growth velocity T1-L5.  Distraction of the spine must take into 
consideration this figures.
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At birth, the thoracic volume is about 6,7 % of the final volume. At 5 years the 
remaining thoracic volume is about 70 %. At 10 years, the remaining thoracic 
volume is about 50%. At age 5  the remaining sitting height is about 35 % and 
the remaining growth of the thorax is about 70 %.



The morphology of the thorax changes with growth. At birth there is no 
difference between AP and frontal diameter: differential 7 mm. The thorax has 
a cylindrical shape. At five years, the differential between AP and frontal 
diameter is 49 mm. The volume of the lung is multiply by 6 (average).
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The gain is particularly important the first 5 years (24 cm) with a slow down 
after 10 years and a new peak at puberty.
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Severe infantlle  scoliosis leads to severe retraction of the thorax, with massive 
deficit of the trunk and the weight.



Severe infantile scoliosis with penetration of the vertebrae, inside the thorax 
with crushing of the lung.
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Campbell has described the thoracic insufficiency syndrome and Dubousset 
the spinal penetration index.
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Campbell has understood the negative role of the thorax deformity. The main 
principle is to open the thorax: the parasol philosophy.
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The volume of the vertebra is multiplied by 6 from 5 to skeletal maturity.
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The puberty spurt: a turning point. The puberty starts at 11 bone age years for 
girls and 13 bone years for boys. Acceleration of the growth velocity more than 
6 cm/year is the best sign to detect the beginning of puberty.

The challenge is to control the spine up to skeletal maturity. Managing the 
spine before ten years is only one stage in a long way. MF= multiplying factor.

Acceleration of the growth velocity on the standing height more 6 cm/year 
marks the begining of puberty (look also of the Tanner sign).
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In scoliosis with a primary curve between 
20° and 30°:

• 75% were operated

• 43% had a rapid curve progression

• 57% showed a slow progression.
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In scoliosis with a primary over 30°:

• 100% were operated

• 73% had a rapid curve progression

• 27% progressed at a slower velocity.

•At the beginning of puberty, for the 
scoliosis of 30° the surgical risk is 100%.
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T1-T12 makes up about 35 % of the sitting height. During growth T1-T12 will 
increase about 16 cm. The remaining growth of T1-T12 at 5 years is about 10 
cm.

Karol has shown that the minimum length of the thoracic spine is 18 cm to 
avoid severe deficit of the vital capacity. Which is the value at 5 years.



Length of the L1-L5 segment from birth to skeletal maturity gain 9 cm.
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After posterior arthrodesis of immature spine rabbits, measurements of the 
thorax (AP and frontal diameter).

Length of the vertebrae, of the sternum of the ribs of the lung have been 
performed.
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After complete arthrodesis, many effects are observed first: AP thoracic 
diameter grows slower than the frontal diameter….
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Second: the growth of the sternum is reduced.

Third: the lung development is reduced

Early arthrodesis has severe consequences on the growing spine.
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